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The prevention from accidents on nuclear power plants needs high quality training
of operational staff. The training on full-scope simulators can help operators not only in
the diagnosis but in the practice for termination of accidents as well. For this purpose
the simulators should be equiped with model software beeing able to handle accidental
situations.

In the framework of a new project the capabilities of the Paks NPP full-scope simulator
are to be extended to the limits of core relocation. The new models will provide detailed
core monitoring information, will calculate realistic behaviour of the core (e.g. the effect
of six control rod groups moving regularly or irregularly the effect of Xe transient due to
changing power, the effect of any imbalance between cooling loops in the stationary state,
the effect of irregular steam generation due to a fast power transient, like rod ejection)
and describe several accidental phenomenon (e.g. loss-of-coolant accident with or without
available emergency core cooling system, ATWS, cladding oxidation, hydrogen generation,

, fission product release).

;ij The reactor model includes thermohydraulic and neutron-physical components. The
; i thermohydraulic model is based on the SMABRE code[5] developed at the Technical Re-
' % search Centre of Finnland for the analysis of loss-of-coolant transients in pressurized water
;i reactors. This code is well validated for VVER NPP transients and it has been succes-

i ' fully implemented into several simulators. The SMABRE code describes the two-phase
\\ flow phenomena in a five equation drift-flux approach. It has special models for breaks
!;' and leakages, and for typical plant components, as pumps, relief valves, safety valves and
[• hydroaccumulators. The basic equations are closed by a set of closure relations for heat
J transfer, phase separation, critical heat flux, critical flow. The drift flux model includes

horizontal and vertical phase separation. The system of discretized equations is solved by
sparse matrix solvers without iteration in order to fulfil fast-running requirements. The
present version of the code is to be extended by new models for fission product release and

; transport, and for handling two noncondensible gases.
u Furthermore the fuel rod model is to be replaced by a new software module provi-
i, ding a comprehensive description of the behaviour of fuel rods during reactor transients
I and hypothetical accidents. The new module is expected to determine the temperature

distribution in the fuel rod and the cladding deformation indicating the occasional fuel
rod failures as well. The phenomena considered in the module for this purpose include:
radial heat conduction, gas pressure change in the fuel rod, fuel thermal expansion and
fuel relocation, elastic-plastic cladding deformation, fuel-cladding mechanical interaction
and cladding oxidation.



The calculation is realized in four individual models. The first one is the fuel rod tem-
perature moopl which calculates the fuel rod temperature distribution on the basis of th<'
one-dimensional general heat conduction equation. A mixed analytical-numerical solution
of the equation has been developed. It is based on a quasi-steady-state-type approximate
function, and provides a fast and stable algorithm. Two ancillary models are coiu.iecti.-d to
the temperature model, the gas gap heat transfer model supported by the Ross and Stoute
gap conductance model, and the cladding oxidation model. The latter model takes only the
steam-zircolay reaction into consideration, and calculates the thickness of the oxid layer,
the reaction heat and the hydrogen generation.

The second model is the fuel rod internal pressure model. In this one-point model
the gas pressure is computed as the function of the given helium, xenon and krypton gas
concentrations, the gas volumes, and the current temperature distribution in the rod.

The fuel and cladding deformation caused by the thermal and mechanical load is
carried out in the third model, the fuel rod deformation model. The value of elastic and
plastic deformation and the multiaxial stares of stress are determined by the solution of
coupled nonlinear elastic-plastic continuum equations

The fourth model is the fuel rod failure mode! Building on the results of the fuel rod
temperature and deformation models this model examines whether the cladding has failed
due to thermal and mechanical load or not. Four failure types are considered in this model:
(1) overstress, (2) overstrain, (3) oxide layer wall thinning, (4) melting of the cladding. If

, one of the failure types occurs, the model gives information about its location and type,
5 and estimates the number of the failed rods.

In fhe SMABRE code the process description is based on standard nodes (control
volumes), junctions connecting nodes and heat structures connected to nodes. The noda

t libation scheme developed for the Paks NPP simulator includes the whole primary circuit.
' sUamgenerator secondary sides, steam headers. A three-dimensional scheme is used for tin1

reactor vessel. The downconier is devided into six vertical nodes connected to cold Ws.
lower plenum and between each others. The upper and lower plenums have one central and
six peripheral nodes. The core consists of eight parallel channels. One of the them repre-
sents core by-pass and the other seven stand for central and peripheral bundles. The cross

, flow between channels is not considered due to the specific geometry of rod bundles. The

' thermohydraulic model is connected with the neutron-physical model by core parameters,
as power, density and temperature distributions on the three-dimansional domain.

In the neutron-physical model the core is calculated with nodes for all of the 349 fuel
assemblies and every assembly will be calculated in ten layers. The code is divided into
an axial and a radial model to diminish the computational burden. Further calculation;.!

> tasks are joined to these two main parts.
* ' As the model describes some severe accident situations leading to core melting and

some further reactor states far from normal operation, that is why a large date base was
;I-. constructed by off-line calculations.These three dimensional off-line core calculations were

made in order:
- to get the few group constants for the axial model (by means of radial homogenisation

in the core calculation)
- to choose the appropriate control rod configuration dependent radial distributions.



The few group constants for the assemblies have been calculated off line with the
BETTY code [1], which is our development and it has been tested by measurements on
VVER type configurations [2]. As the VVER-440 type assembly is slightly perturbed, the
assembly homogenisation could be carried out within the framework of the asymptotic
theory.

The three dimensional off line core calculations are performed by the BIPR code,
which is commonly used in engineering practice for VVER-440 type NPP-s [3]. In that
case this program was appropriately modified.

The axial model calculates the neutron flux axial distribution in the reactor core and
furthemore the axial power distribution. Within the framework of the improved quasi-
static method these distributions and other data are used to calculate the parameters of
the point kinetic equations taking account six delayed neutron precursor groups. However,
for some accidental situations one axial model is not enough, that is why an averaged axial
channel and the most loaded local channel are also calculated.Similar channel calculation
is succesfully used in the Swedish BWR simulator[4].

The radial code calculates the neutron flux spatial distributions on the basis of the
results of the axial model and the precalculated radial distributions. For the nonsymmet-
rical cooling of the core and the effect of power ramp, an other code was developed. In
that case the result of the above mention method calculation is corrected by a term of
analytical functions supplied with time-dependent amplitudes. A variational principle is
used to determine these amplitudes.

These new modules are to be put into operation this year.
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Fig. 1. Nodalization of Reactor Vessel
for SMABRE Code Calculation


